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2004 film Anurag Kashyap Black FridayTheatric release poster Directedanurag KashyapProduced byArind MitraScreenplay byAnurag KashyapBased onBlack Friday : The true story of the bomb blast Blastsby Hussein ZaidiStarinkay Kay MenonPavan MalhotraAditya SrivastavaImtiaz AliPratima
KazmiZakir HussainMusic byIndian OceanCinematographyNatarajan SubramaniamEdited byAarti Bajaj Multimedicompany Mid Day LimitedBig Bang PicturesJhamu SughandMirror FilmsDisptedJhamu SughandAdlabs FilmsRelease Date August 13, 2004 (20 04-08-13 (Locarno) February 9, 2007 (200702-09) (India) Working time 167 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindiBudget‣6,6,6 Crore (US$910,000)[1] Cash programs ‣8 crore (US$1.1 million)[1] Black Friday is a 2004 indian Hindi language crime film , written and directed by Anurag Kashap. Based on Black Friday: The True Story of bomb blasts,
Hussein Zaidi's book about the 1993 Bombay bombing, it describes the events that led to the explosions and subsequent police investigation. Produced by Aindam Mitra from Mid-Afternoon, film stars Kay Kay Menon, Aditi Srivashava, Pavan Malhotra, Kishor Kadam and Zakir Hussain. Mitra, director of
operations for Mid Day, approached Kashap with the book and wanted him to write a TV series based on it for the news channel Aaj Tak. Kashiap wrote the script in episodes for the six-part miniseries, but later felt that the feature film was more appropriate for the topic. Aaj Tak stepped away from the
project and he had shelves. Kasich then suggested that director Aditi bhattacharya take it off in the film. When Kasyap to him that he felt there was a film to be made about the event, Bhattacharya gave it to him directing. The soundtrack for the album and background score was composed by Indian Indian
while the lyrics were written by Piyush Mishra. Natarjan Subramaniam served as director of photography, and Ari Bahaj was its editor. Black Friday premiered at the Locarno International Film Festival in 2004 and was to be announced that year in India. However, after a petition filed by a group of
defendants in the 1993 bomb blasts challenging the film's release, Bombay's High Court issued a stay. Until a decision was made on the case, he could not be dismissed. On February 9, 2007, after the verdict was announced, India's Supreme Court allowed his release. The film received critical acclaim.
She won the Grand Jury Prize at the Los Angeles Indian Film Festival and was a nominee for the Golden Bars Award at the Locarno International Film Festival. Made on a production budget of 6.5 kronor (US$910,000), it grossed 8 kronor (US$1.1 million) at the box office. The plot on March 9, 1993, of
small thug Gul Mohammed is detained at the Nauv-Ada police station in Bombay and confesses to a conspiracy being conducted to bomb large locations across the city. Police reject his confession and three days later a series of explosions rocked the city, resulting in 257 dead and about 1,400 injured.
Investigators discover bombs made from RDX were smuggled into the city with the help of customs and border police officers. Tiger Memon is an underground don whose office was burned during the Bombay riots. The persecution of Muslim minorities in unrest leads to a meeting of underworld leaders in
Dubai who take it selves to seek retribution. Memon suggests that the bombay attack sends the strongest message of retribution. Asgar Mukadam, his secretary, was arrested on March 14, 1993. He is beaten until he gathers any information about the bomb blasts. This initiates a full-scale police
investigation. Deputy Police Commissioner Rakesh Maria is responsible for the case. Badsah Khan, one of the henchmen who left Bombay and hid, was arrested by police on May 10, 1993. After the explosion, accomplices of the crime are forced to lead a life of anonymity and secrecy as it becomes
apparent that Mumbai police have begun picking up suspects one by one. To make things worse, their passports seem to have been destroyed behind Memon's mouth. Despite assurances to the contrary, the high command brazenly refuses any assistance once the bombings have occurred. Fed up with
being let down by his own people, and with no place to hide, Badsah Khan realizes that there is no excuse for his actions and decides to witness the police. On November 4, 1993, police distribute a letter of charge against 189 defendants. The case is taken over by the Central Bureau of Investigation. On
August 5, 1994, Tiger's brother, Jaoub Memon, readily appeals to authorities. In a candid interview with Newstrack at the National Jaoub claims that it was Tiger and his underworld partners who orchestrated the conspiracy. Cast Kay Kay Menon as DCP Rakesh Maria Aditya Srivastava as Badshah Khan
Pavan Malhotra as Tiger Memon Kishor Kadam as ACP Bhaskar Dangle Zakir Hussain as Inspector Nandakumar Chauhule Murali Sharma as VV Inspector Vwani Imtiaz Ali as Jakub Memon Pankaj Jha as Anwar Han, Badsha Nawaddin Siddiqui's mother as Asgar Mukadam Pranaj Narayana as Imtiaz
Gavate Vijay Mauria as Dawood Ibrahim Dibjendu Bhattacharya as Jed Yakub Gajray Rao as Dawood Fans Prakash Jais as Farook Pavel Gutam Maitra as Nasir Deklu Ragesh of Astana as Mohammad Dossa Raj Singh Chaudhary as Mushtaq Taran Sharad Ponkshe as DCP Arup Patnaik Alia Curmally
as Shabana Memon S Avi Sidhu as Commissioner Amarahith Singh Samr Ashraful Hake as Bashir Khan Asif Basra as Shanawaz Kereshi Anurag Kashiap as an ISI agent when landing boat Production Some parts were also shot dead in the Dharavi slum. On March 12, 1993, a series of 12 bomb blasts
occurred in Mumbai, Maharashtra. The attacks were carried out in response to the Bombay riots, which occurred at the beginning of the year. As a result, they received 257 deaths and 713 injuries. [2] Anuraga Kashyap Paanch's full-length directorial debut faced censorship and was shelved when
Araindam Mitra, director of operations for Mid Day, approached him with the book Black Friday: The True Story of bomb blasts bombs, written by Hussein Zaidi, their chief crime correspondent. [3] He wanted Kashap to write a television series based on it for Aaj Tak, directed by Aditya Bhattacharya. [4]
Kasiap read an unpeeled version of the book that was not released at that point and was fascinated by it. [4] He wrote the script in episodes for the mini-series, but later felt he was better suited as a feature film. [4] Aaj Tak abandoned the project after their executives read the first episode and the project
was abandoned. Kasich then suggested that Bhattacharya make it into a film to which Bhattacharya offered him directing instead. [4] Zaidi wrote the book after three years of research on the topic. Kashiap investigated for a year, including attending court to see what criminals look like, and to observe how
court procedures work. [3] He found that criminals look normal and cast their actors based on this observation. The film's characters are all real people, including: Kay Kay Menon plays investigating officer Rakesh Maria, Pavan Malhotra as Tiger Memon and Aydita Srivava as Badshah Khan, the police
approver who helped them crack the case. Director Imtiaz Ali portrayed the role of Jakoub Memon. [5] To get his perspective, Kashiap also read Voices, a book recommended by Zaidi that includes testimony from several people who were arrested. [4] asked Devashish Mahia, who was his assistant
director, to do Mahia described the research material he found and Kashap continued to write. This led to the completion of the script after 36 hours. [4] To recreate several locations of the film, Kassap looked at actual footage from the government film division, read all the newspapers describing the
incident, and looked at press photos. [3] The most difficult thing for a film crew since the film was shot in 2003 was to recreate 1993, when India had neither mobile phones nor satellite TV. The film was shot on the streets of Mumbai to avoid modern cars. It could not be shot from low corners because the
canopies and neon signs were modern. The film crew had to make sure that the film did not see mobile phones. Kaspiap said in an interview that he needed the city, and he had to trim it: I was shooting mostly from the top corner and focused on my characters. There's been a lot of guerrilla-type shooting
where no one in town came to know -- we shot with hidden cameras. The police were [sic] support, Mid-afternoon was at work for permits and all these things. [3] He kept the actual names of the people in the film involved in the explosion. Kaspiap made the film without permission for actual locations. In
the film, Davuda's house was shot in three locations, including Dubai and Lonavala. [4] Due to the film's low budget, the film crew slept inside buses at night, filmed during the day and moved to the next location. Kashiap fired at Behrampura, the spot where the actual bomb was planted, using two hidden
cameras, while the crew used walkie-talkies to communicate to avoid crowd involvement. The main photograph of the film began in October 2003 and was completed 70 days later. [7] The twelve-minute sequence of police chases in the film was improvised and shot in the Dharavi slum. It was neither in
the script nor in the book. Kashiap wanted it because he felt it was boring to show normal arrests. He also wanted to use the chase to show the background of the perpetrators and the exhaustion of the police. [8] Natarjan Subramaniam served as director of photography, and Ari Bahaj as editor. [10]
Soundtrack Black FridaySinsistual indian ocean albumResponsive3 May 2005GenreFusion, Rock, JazzLength49:16LanguageHindiLabelTimes MusicProducerK. Timeline of J. SinghIndian Ocean Jhini (2004) Black Friday 16/330 Khajoor Road (2010) The band Indian Ocean composed an album of
soundtrack and background score, while Piyush Mishra wrote the lyrics. [11] It was the first soundtrack for an Indian Ocean film and consisted of nine tracks , three songs and six instrumentals. The album was released on May 3, 2005 under Times Music,[12] and dvd format on February 15, 2013. [13]
Kasap said he chose the band because he wanted to use someone away from mumbai pollution kind of music, sounds that are pristine, that have C. J . [14] The album received a generally positive response. Devdulal Das of The Times of India wrote that songs like Bandey have just re-created this
quartet from Delhi as having a clear own sound - something most bands from India can't boast about. [15] Bhasker Gupta of AllMusic called it a full and frank stylish contemporary and musically rich album and wrote, It's rare to hear Indian classical music combined with Western electric jazz and Sufi
music, and that's where the beauty of this album lies. [14] PlaylistNo.TitleSinger(s)Length1. Bandeh Indian Ocean07:482. Badsha in indian ocean prison07:263. Bharam Paap Que Indian Ocean08:364. Opening Indian Ocean04:485. Bomb landing India Ocean03:556. Memon House India Ocean06:177.
Rdx India Ocean03:118. Indian Ocean Training03:599. Chase Indian Ocean03:31A detailed length:49:18 Release Black Friday premiered at the 2004 Locarno International Film Festival and was shown at festivals in Germany, Estonia, South Korea and the United States. [5] [16] It was ready to be shown
in India on December 29, 2005. The petition was filed by Mustaq Moosa Tarani, one of the defendants, who said the film could harm the case. His petition marked the final verdict in the lawsuit had not yet been made public and demanded a ban on the film until then. Bombay's high court agreed and
directed that the film would not be released. [17] Mid-day appealed to the Supreme Court, challenging the Supreme Court's decision. However, the court lifted the ban only after sentencing in 2006. Kashiap didn't feel much delay until after the film's release, which would worsen its impact. He said: This is
an unconditional film with a universal theme of religious intolerance leading to terrorism. [16] He said he was dressed in a suit ready for the film's premiere on the day he came out when he heard about the ban. He wore the same suit for a month and went into depression. [4] The film was released after a
twenty-month ban on February 9, 2007 on 100 screens in India, 10 in the United States and three in South Africa. Adlabs Films acquired world distribution rights. [16] The film was released in DVD format on April 5, 2007, and is also available on online streaming services Hotstar and Amazon Prime. [18]
[19] [20] Reception Critical Response After the release of Black Friday received critical acclaim. Rajeev Masand gave him a positive response and said it was one of the best films he's watched in recent years. He wrote: Please don't dismiss it as a boring feature film, don't confuse it for a documentary, it's
a dramatic trait that smings your boat. [21] Pritiviray Hegde of Rediff.com noted: Although the film remains true as a dark, brooding, evil tale, it is told with a droll, dry humor that brings a smile even as the protagonists head to theirs Isolation. Anupama Chopra said the film had several memorable
sequences but felt it was static because the script prevents characters from developing or engaging. Taran Adarsh praised the actors' performances, calling the film a hard hit with the courage to say what it says. [24] Nikhat Kazmi called it a powerful, pointed and tough movie to be seen. [25] Deepa
Gahlot of Sify called it a fabulously crafted and beautifully crafted film, but not bright enough to be documentary and not fictional enough to be a feature film. She felt that Kaspiap was trying to justify Memon's actions in the film. [26] Rahul Desai of Film Companion wrote that the film is more of a feeling—
singularly shocking, agitated, cataclysmic, but journalistic and depressingly objective, and one of the great achievements in Indian cinema. [27] Baradwaj Rangan mentioned in his review that the film is a series of wonderfully orchestrated sequences, saying that the only thing you could be guilty of is that
he doesn't know when to stop. [28] Namrata Joshi of Outlook called him a cheeky, cheeky and explosive piece of cinema. In 2014, Raja Sen called it possibly the best of Kashapa and a fascinating, gloriously formidable film. Khalid Mohamed called the film blatantly uncompromising and Kashap's direction
incredibly mature and searching. [31] A review conducted by The Hindu called it one of the best Indian films of recent years. Among overseas critics, Matt Zoeller Seitz of The New York Times described the film as epic and raw, and carved from the same bloody fabric as El Salvador and Munich. [32] The
Hollywood Reporter Kirk Meduth compared the film's journalistic inquiry to cataclysmic socio-political events to Gillo Pontecorvo's Battle of the Algerians. He noted that the film is objective without any lurid sensationalism. Maitland McDonagh felt the film humanizes the bombers without shouting their
actions. She also said she owes more to films such as Munich than the main commercial spectacle. [34] David Chut of LA Weekly described it as a strictly naturalistic docudrama about a complex police investigation. Ethan Alter of Film Journal International called it a powerful reminder that Indian
filmmaking is not limited to Bollywood's supermaking. Derek Alli called it a procedural fact whose drama is lost amid analytical detail. [37] A review conducted by Time Out called the film food after 9/11 for thought and a vivid reminder not to be arrested in India, where the prisoner rights bill is very short.
[38] Black Friday was made on a production budget of $6.5 million (US$910,000) and grossed US$8. [1] The Black Friday Awards won the Grand Jury Prize at the Indian Film Festival in Los Angeles, and was the nominee for the Golden (Best Film) at the 57th Locarno International Film Festival. [16] [39]
[40] Legacy Black Friday is cited by several critics and filmologists as Kasjap's best work. [27] [41] The film was listed on CNN-IBN 2013 of the 100 greatest Indian films of all time and the Mint list of 70 iconic Indian movie films. [42] In 2010, Raja Sen mentioned it in the top 75 Hindi films of the decade.
[44] He was included in the book by critic and author Shurbhra Gupta, 50 films that changed Bollywood, 1995-2015. [45] Danny Boyle named Black Friday the inspiration for his film Slumdog Millionaire in 2008. He stated that the chase in one of the opening scenes was based on a 12-minute police chase
through the crowded Slums of Dharavi on Black Friday. [46] In 2014, director Vikramaditeia Motvane, when asked about the most important films over the past decade, replied to Laje Rajo Munna Bhai (2006) and Black Friday. [4] Link^a b c Are there small budget movies, the next big thing in Bollywood?.
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